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Magnetic behavior of the ferromagnetic quantum chain systems
(CsHttNHs)CuClg (CHAC) and (CsHttNHs)CuBrs (CHAB)

K. Kopinga, A. M. C. Tinus, and W. J. M. de Jonge
Department ofPhysics, Eindhoven University of Technology, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

{Received 3 November 1981)

Heat-capacity measurements on (C6HttNH3)CuBr3 (CHAB) in the region 0.45 ( T & 55 K

are presented. Three-dimensional ordering is observed at T, =1.50 K. The data are analyzed

together with previously reported measurements on (C6Ht tNH3)CuC13 (CHAC). Both com-

pounds appear to be very good approximations of a ferromagnetic S=
2 Heisenberg linear-

chain system with J/k =50 K. From the data it is inferred that the intrachain interaction of
CHAC contains about 2% uniaxial anisotropy, whereas CHAB contains about 5% easy-plane an-

isotropy. The results are corroborated by magnetization measurements on CHAB below T„
which also reveal a metamagnetic transition for H ll b (0, =210 Oe). From the value of H, and

the location of the tricitical point the interchain interactions in CHAB were found as

ZApJAp/k =—0.03 K, zpJp/k =0.08 K.

I. INTRODUCTION

A large amount of theoretical and experimental
studies have been devoted to the thermodynamic
properties of chainlike systems. The majority of the
experimental studies, however, are confined to sys-
tems built up from antiferromagnetic chains, of
which especially the "quantum" limit (S=

2 ) and

the "classical" limit (S= —,) have been studied rath-

er intensively.
In the last few years, there has been a rene~ed in-

terest in the excitation spectrum and the thermo-
dynamic properties of ferromagnetic S =

2
linear

chain systems. Despite this theoretical activity, the
experimental evidence on these systems is rather
scarce. However, the recent synthesis2 of some quasi
one-dimensional compounds, which are built up from
ferromagnetic Cu'+ (S=

2 ) chains, has restimulated

the experiments on this class of model systems.
The best realization of such a system reported up

ttll now ts (C6HttNH3)CuC13 (CHAC). Both specific
heat' and susceptibility measurements on this com-
pound reveal a rather large intrachain interaction J/k
(50—70 K), whereas measurements of the magnetic
phase diagram4 indicate that the interchain coupling
J'/k is smaller by three orders of magnitude. Futher-
more, a small amount of anisotropy (-1'/o) is
present in the intrachain interaction.

Since in (quasi) one-dimensional systems even a
small amount of anistropy may drastically affect the
thermodynamic properties at low temperatures, '5
and because the specific-heat data on CHAC that we
reported previous1y' show a large magnetic contribu-
tion just above T~ (2.214 K), which could not be ac-

counted for by the purely isotropic linear chain
Heisenberg model, we thought it worthwhile to
reanalyze the heat-capacity data on CHAC, using a
more refined model. Apart from this, we synthesized
the bromine analog of this compound,
(C6HttNH3)CuBr3 (CHAB), in order to investigate
whether the observed characteristics are typical for
this type of systems. The behavior of CHAB was in-
vestigated by measurements of the heat capacity and
the magnetization.

The organization of the paper will be as follows. In
Sec. II we will consider the structure and preparation
of the chlorine and the bromine compound. Section
III will be devoted to the heat-capacity measure-
ments, whereas Sec. IV will report on the measure-
ments of the magnetization. Section V will conclude
the paper with a discussion on the behavior of CHAC
and CHAB.

II. STRUCTURE AND PREPARATION

Single crystals of CHAC were grown by evapora-
tion at room temperature of a solution of equimolar
quantities of cyclohexylammonium chloride and
copper (II) chloride in n-propanol. The solution was
kept in an N2 atmosphere. The bromine compound
was synthesized in an analogous way. Large single
crystals (up to a few grams) could be obtained rather
easily.

The crystallographic structure4 of CHAC is
schematically dragon in Fig. 1. It consists of bibridged
linear chains of CuC13 ions running parallel to the c
axis. In the b direction adjacent chains, which are
about 8.5 A apart, are hydrogen bonded by the NH3+
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surements single crystals with typical dimensions
3 ~4 && 7 mm werc Used. Temperature I'cad1ngs wcI'c

obtained from commercially calibrated germanium
thermometers, which were measured with a four wire
ac resistance bridge operating at 33 Hz. For 2
& T & 4 K the sets of data obtained from the two
calorimeters did coincide within experimental accura-
cy (1 2o/o)

A. (C6HI INH3) CuC13

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the crystal structure
of CHAC. The chains running along the e axis are hydro-

gen bonded in the b direction.

moiety of the cyclohexylammonium groups. The dis-
tance between neighboring chains in the a direction is

nearly 10 A.
The crystallographic structure of the bromine com-

pound has not been investigated in great detail.
Since, however, thc morphology of thc single crystals
of CHAC and CHAB is identical, we tend to believe
that the two compounds are isomorphic. 7 This is
confirmed by x-ray measurements on po~dered sam-

ples of CHAC and CHAB, which yielded largely simi-

lar diffraction patterns, apart from a small shift of the
various reflections to smaller 28 values for the bro-
mine compound. The latter observation is consistent
with the somewhat larger size of the bromine ion.

III. SPECIFIC HEAT

The experimental data on CHAC are shown in Fig.
2. In a previous paper3 we have shown that above 6
K thc spcc1f1c heat of th1s compound can bc
described by the sum of a magnetic contribution C~
arising from an isotropic 5 = —, ferromagnetic Heisen-

berg linear chain system with J/k =45 +5 K and a
lattice contribution CL appropriate to chainlike struc-
tures. ' Before we comment on the results of the
analysis, we will discuss thc —somewhat
unconventional —procedure by which CM and CL,

wcI'c scparatcd.
As a first attempt, simultaneous fits of CM and CL

were performed to the data in the paramagnetic re-

gion above a certain temperature T~. Since the rrns
error of these fits did not display a sufficiently sharp
minimum as a function of the parameter J/k, we
modified the fitting procedure as follows. First, fits
to the data above Tq werc performed for several
fixed values of J/k. The lattice contribution CL,

resulting from each fit was extrapolated to T =0 and
subtracted from the experimental data. Next, for
each value of J/k the magnetic entropy gain S,„,was

evaluated. The entropy gain for 0.4 K & T & T~ was
obtained by numerical integration of (Cp —CI.)/T,
whereas the entropy gain above Tq was calculated
from the theoretical prediction for C~. Thc fraction
of entropy below 0.4 K was estimated by extrapolat-
ing ( Cp —CL) down to T =0 accord1ng to the fela-

Heat-capacity measurements at temperatures above
2 K were performed with a vacuum calorimeter of
conventional design, which was equipped with a tem-

perature controlled heat screen to enable accurate
measurements up to about 60 K. Samples consisting
of 20—25 g of small crystals were encapsulated in a
copper sample holder, together with some 'He gas
(10 Torr at 77 K) which was used to improve the
heat exchange within the sample. Since crystals of
both CHAC and CHAB are very stable, no detectable
sample decomposition occU11'cd dUr1ng thc cncRpsUla-

tion procedure. The raw data were corrected for the
contribution of the empty sample holder (20—40'/o),

which was measured in a separate run.
The data were supplemented with heat-capacity

measurements in the region 0.4 & T & 4 K, which

were performed in a 'He calorimeter. In these mea-

—60

O
E

—40

20

40 $0

FIG. 2. Total heat capacity of CHAC. The ) anomaly as-

sociated ~ith T, is shovrn in the insert in more detail.
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tion C = n T", where n and P were obtained from a
fit to the data for 0.4 & T (0.8 K. The latter fraction
did amount to about 3% of the total entropy. An ac-
ceptable range of values of J/k was selected by im-

posing the condition that the total magnetic entropy
gain should equal the theoretical value 8 ln2. A plot
of S,„„vsJ/k did intercept this value at J/k =45 K.
Given the uncertainties in the description of the lat-
tice contribution below Tq and the extrapolation of
(C~ —CL) down to T =0, the error in J/k was es-
timated to be of the order of 5 K. Actually, the pro-
cedure sketched above was applied for T~ =6, 8, 10
and 12 K. The resulting values of the intrachain in-
teraction parameter J/k were found to be equal
within a few Kelvin. The rms error of the
fits to the data above Tq, however, was comparable
to the scatter in the data only for T~ ~8 K, which
might indicate that below this temperature the ap-
proximation of the magnetic system by a fully isotro-
pic model starts to detoriate.

As already mentioned in the Introduction, a small
amount of uniaxial anisotropy is present in this com-
pound, which has been ignored in the analysis of the
heat capacity up till now. Fortunately, numerical cal-
culations on Heisenberg-Ising ferromagnetic S =

2
chains reveal that an uniaxial anisotropy smaller than
2% has a neglegible effect on the magnetic heat capa-
city above kT/J =0.15, corresponding to tempera-
tures of about 8 K in the case of CHAC. Therefore,
the presence of such an anisotropy will not substan-
tially modify the inferred J/k value. One should note
that this value (45 K) is about 30% lower than the
result J/k =70 K obtained from susceptibility mea-
surements. 4 Partly, this discrepancy may be caused
by the fact that our estimate of the error in J/k (5 K)
is somewhat too small, but also the interpretation of
the susceptibility data is subject to some uncertain-
ties, due to the rather large corrections for tempera-
ture independent paramagnetism. Moreover, it is not
quite clear to which extent the suggested canting of
adjacent moments within the individual chains4 will

affect the theoretical description of the heat capacity
and the susceptibility. Nevertheless, both experimen-
tal techniques unambiguously demonstrate the very
high degree of one dimensionality of CHAC.

The experimental data on CHAC, corrected for the
calculated lattice contribution, are shown in Fig. 3 for
T & 15 K. The dashed curve denotes the heat capa-
city of a fully isotropic S =

2
Heisenberg linear chain

system with J/k = MS K. The drawn curve reflects
the effect of 2% uniaxial anisotropy. It is obvious
that the observed increase of the experimental data
below 6 K can be explained satisfactorily by this re-
fined model, although the behavior near the max-
imum of the anisotropy-induced "bump" is obscured
by the three-dimensional ordering. Inspection of the
figure demonstrates again that the analysis of the
data above 8 K remains unaffected.

tu 3—
O
E

2

(C6 H11NH3 ) C u C (3

———J/I( =45K

I / J//
= 0.98, J///k = 45K

T (K)

FIG. 3. Magnetic heat capacity of CHAC. The experi-
mental data corrected for the lattice contribution are denot-
ed by black circles. The dashed curve represents the

theoretical estimate for a S =
&

ferromagnetic Heisenberg

linear chain system with J/k =+45 K. The drawn curve re-
flects the effect of 2% uniaxial anisotropy. (Jt/Jt~=0. 98,
Jii/k =45 K.)

B. (CsHt tNHs)CuBrs
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FIG. 4. Total heat capacity of CHAB. The X anomaly as-
sociated with T, is shown in the insert in more detail.

Motivated by the results presented above, we next
measured the heat capacity of CHAB in the tempera-
ture region 0.4 & T ( 55 K. The experimental data
are plotted in Fig. 4. The small A. anomaly at 1.50 K,
which is associated with the three-dimensional order-
ing, is shown in the insert in more detail. The
overall behavior of the data is largely similar to the
heat capacity of CHAC. Three-dimensional ordering
of the bromine compound, however, occurs at lower
temperatures, whereas the corresponding A. anomaly
has a much smaller magnitude (-1 J/mole K com-
pared to -4 J/mole K in the chlorine compound).
The major difference between the overall behavior of
the data occurs at high temperatures, where the lat-
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tice heat capacity dominates. In this region the heat
capacity of CHAB is systematically higher than that
of CHAC, which is consistent with the larger mass of
the bromine ions.

As a first attempt to separate CM and CL, we sub-
tracted a scaled lattice contribution of CHAC from
the experimental data, using a temperature-
independent scaling factor

CL. cHAB( T) CL, cHAc( T/cr)

tu

O
E

1—

(Cg H]]NH3) CuBr3

~TO ey- ~O~ ~ ~~—oM

———J /4 -55K

J///JJp95, J) / k55 K

A lower bound of o. was determined by the condition
~that the resulting magnetic contribution CM should
be positive in the entire temperature region below 55
K, whereas an upper bound was determined by the
condition that the experimental magnetic entropy
gain below 55 K should not exceed R ln2. This pro-
cedure yielded 0.77 (a & 0.80. The resulting CM ap-
peared to have an almost constant magnitude of -1
J/mole K for 10 ( T & 20 K, which is characteristic
for a system of ferromagnetic S = —, Heisenberg

chains. This fact is consistent with the isomorphy of
CHAC and CHAB anticipated above. For T & 20 K,
the resulting data show a rather irregular behavior.
This can be explained by the fact that at higher tem-
peratures the use of a temperature-independent scal-
ing factor may produce significant deviations, since in
that region CL, && CM.

Next, we examine the behavior of CM below 20 K
in more detail. The data show a bump at 5 5 K with
a magnitude of -1.3 J/mole K. Since in this region
CM ) CL, , such an effect is most likely caused by a
small amount of anisotropy rather than being an ar-
tifact induced by the scaling procedure. This aniso-
tropy seems to have an easy-plane like character,
since an uniaxial anisotropy would give rise to a max-
imum of at least 1.5 J/mole K. In view of this result
we tried to describe our data with the predictions ob-
tained from numerical calculations' on S = —,

Heisenberg-XYlinear chains. It appeared that the
data below 20 K could be represented rather well by
this model system. Using again the condition that
the total magnetic entropy gain should equal R ln2
we obtained J/k =55 + 5 K, an anisotropy of 5%, and
a scaling factor o, equal to 0.788. The resulting mag-
netic heat capacity is shown in Fig. 5 for T & 15 K.
The theoretical prediction for CM is shown by a
drawn curve. For comparison, we also plotted the
behavior of a fully isotropic system having the same
value of J/k. The agreement of the data with the an-
isotropic model is very satisfactory; only minor devia-
tions occur, which presumably reflect the uncertainty
in the estimate of the lattice contribution (1.5 J/mole
K at 7 K). It is obvious that —in constrast to
CHAC —the anisotropy induced "bump" is rather
well resolved from the three-dimensional ordering.
%e will return to this point in the discussion.

Before considering the magnetization measure-

T(K)

FIG. 5. Magnetic heat capacity of CHAB. The experi-
mental data corrected for the lattice contribution are denot-
ed by black circles. The dashed curve represents the

theoretical estimate for a S =
2

ferromagnetic Heisenberg

linear chain system with J/k =55 K. The drawn curve re-
flects the effect of 5% easy-plane anisotropy (J~~/JL =0.95,
Jg/k =55 K).

ments, we like to note that it is also possible to
describe the lattice heat capacity of CHAB with the
detailed expressions given in Ref. 8, instead of using
the scaling procedure presented above. Such an ap-
proach was found to improve the agreement between
theory and experiment above 20 K, but did not sub-
stantially alter the results at lower temperatures.

IV. MAGNETIZATION

Magnetization measurements of CHAB were per-
formed with a PAR vibrating sample magnetometer
in the temperature region 1.2 ( T & 4.2 K and exter-
nal fields up to a few kilooauss. In these experi-
ments single crystals were used with a mass of 15 to
40 mg. The external field was applied along each of
the three crystallographic directions. The data
recorded at 1.2 K are plotted in Fig. 6. Inspection of
this figure shows that for H II b a metamagnetic tran-
sition occurs at H, =210 Oe. The data for H II a indi-
cate the presence of a weak ferromagnetic moment
along this axis; the increase of the magnetization
below 100 Oe may arise from the alignment of weak-

ly ferromagnetic domains parallel to H. The data for
H II c show the regular behavior characteristic for a
field direction perpendicular to the easy axis.

For fields parallel to b larger than 210 Oe a fer-
romagnetic alignment of the chains is obviously ener-
getically more favorable than an antiferromagnetic ar-

ray. At H, the antiferromagnetic interchain interac-
tion energy is equal to the Zeeman energy, or

—2zAFJAFS =gpgHcS
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O
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E

C0
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2

very small, this behavior must originate from aniso-
tropy of the intrachain interaction. This will be
demonstrated by a straightforward mean-field calcula-
tion for a two-sublattice system. The interaction
between a pair of neighboring spins belonging to the
same sublattice is described by the interaction tensor
J~. For spins belonging to different sublattices the
interaction is denoted by J2. If the spins originally
point in the n direction (easy axis), the susceptibility
at T =0 in the P direction is given by

500 1000

Wgpp p, g

2z, («i*. -«/»-2z, (J;.+JP) '

H(oe)

FIG. 6. Magnetization of CHAB as a function of the
external magnetic field for the three crystallographic axes a,
b, and c, The data are recorded at T =1.2 K. Drawn curves
are only meant as a guide to the eye, For comparison, we

also plotted similar measurements on CHAC (Ref. 4) for
H II a and H li c (dashed lines).

Insertion of the experimental value for H, in this
equation yields an interchain coupling zAF JAF/
k =0.03 K. In the region just above H„M varies
hnearly with H, the slope (BM/BH), „being equal to
about 17 emu/mole. This value is comparable to the
value estimated from the demagnetizing factor of the
sample, indicating that the transition is of first order.

easurements of the magnetization for H II b at
higher temperatures reveal that (BM/BH), „ is con-
stant within the experimental inaccuracies to T =1.3
K. Abbove this temperature no linear region in M vs
H can be detected, whereas (BM/BH), „decreases
below 17 emu/mole. From these results we conclude
that the metamagnetic transition is no longer of first
order, which implies the presence of a tricritical point
in the magnetic phase diagram. From the tempera-
ture T, at which this tricritical point occurs the ratio
of the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic interchain
interactions can be estimated:

Tt/~C I zAF«AF/3zPJF

If we insert T, =1.3 K, T, =1.50 K and the value of
z~FJAP determined above, a ferromagnetic interchain
coupling zFJF/k =0.08 K is obtained.

In fact, several characteristics of the magnetization
sketched above are identical to those of CHAC, sug-
gesting a largely similar spin structure below T, ,

However, one major difference should be em-
phasized. In CHAB the magnetization along both the
b and c direction reaches about 80% of the saturation
value Ng p, &S (5.8 &&10' Gcm'/mole) already at fields
of about 1 kOe, whereas the magnetization along the
a direction seems to saturate at much higher fields
()20 kOe). Since the interchain interactions are

where zi and z2 denote the number of nearest neigh-
bors on the same or a different sublattice, respective-
1y. In the present compounds J~ contains the fer-
romagnetic interaction within a chain, whereas J2
represents the antiferromagnetic interchain coupling.

ince an anisotropy of a few percent in the intrachain
interaction gives rise to a value of (Jt —JP ) in the
order of 1 K, and zz«2=0. 03 K, Eq. (4) may be sim-

plified to

Xgpp p, g
x, = ~&, n&p

If we confront this equation with the observed
behavior of' M, plotted in Fig. 6, it is obvious that the
anisotropy in CHAB has a rather pronounced easy-

mentary to that of CHAC, where the reported mag-
netization measurements indicate that the magnetic
moments are more or less fixed to one particular
direction close to the b axis (Ising like). This is illus-

trated by the data on CHAC for H II a and H II c, 4

which are represented in Fig. 6 by dashed curves.
The behavior for H II b is not plotted, since it is large-

ly similar to that of CHAB.
Inspection of Fig. 6 also shows that for fields larger

than 100 Oe along the a axis BM/8H has a value of
about 0.3 emu/mole in the bromine compound. This
slope is smaller than the results on CHAC for fields
parallel to a or c (0.5—1 emu/mole), suggesting that
the anisotropy in CHAB is at least a factor 2 larger
than that in CHAC. We will return to this point in
the discussion.

V. DISCUSSION

In the preceding sections it has been shown that
both CHAC and CHAB are very good physical ap-
proximations of a ferromagnetic S = —Heisenberg

l
t

2

inear chain system. The experimental results on
both compounds are summarized in Table I. The in-
trachain interaction in CHAC and CHAB has about
the same value (J/k =50 K), whereas the interchain
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TABLE I. Magnetic properties of CHAC and CHAB determined from measurements of the heat
capacity and magnetization.

T, (K) I/k (10

CHAC
CHAB

2.214
1.50

19%
14%

45 +5
55 +5

—0.014
—0.030

0.15
0.08

0.98
1.05

coupling is smaller by almost three orders of magni-
tude. In both compounds some anisotropy is present
in J/k. From the heat-capacity measurements report-
ed above we inferred that CHAC contains about 2%
uniaxial anisotropy, whereas CHAB contains 5%
easy-plane anisotropy. The fact that the anisotropy in
CHAB is easy plane like and is significantly larger
than that in CHAC is corroborated by measurements
of the magnetization below T,.

If the anisotropy in CHAC and CHAB would be of
dipolar origin, the observed difference between the
magnetic properties of these compounds is hardly
conceivable. Moreover, in a system composed of fer-
romagnetic chains dipolar anisotropy would favor an
orientation of the magnetic moments parallel to the
chain direction (c axis), instead of an orientation
close to the b axis found from the magnetization
measurements. This suggests that the anisotropy is
induced by the local environment of the Cu'+ ions,
which also may explain the small canting of the mag-
netic moments, that has been attributed to a tilting of
the local g tensors of adjacent magnetic ions. 4 Pre-
liminary EPR measurements on CHAC at 4.2 K sup-
port this view, since in external magnetic fields two

distinct sets of resonances are detected. One should
note that the suggested origin of anisotropy in fact
justifies the introduction of anisotropic exchange in
the interpretation of the data.

From the location of the three-dimensional order-
ing temperature (T, =2.214 K for CHAC, 1.50 K for
CHAB) as well as the value of the critical entropy
(S,„;,=19% for CHAC, 14% for CHAB) one might
be tempted to conclude that CHAB has a larger de-

gree of one dimensionality. Such a conclusion, how-

ever, should only be drawn with great care, since—

even within the same class of model systems —T, and

S„;tare not straightforwardly related to the ratio of
the interchain and intrachain coupling J'/J. In fact,
calculations based on the classical spin model6 have
shown that the introduction of anisotropy shifts T, to
higher temperatures, the effect being more dramatic
as J'/J decreases. These calculations also reveal that
a uniaxial (Ising) anisotropy has a much more pro-
nounced effect than an easy-plane (XY) anisotropy.
This may explain the fact that the three-dimensional
ordering of CHAB occurs at lower temperatures than
that in CHAC, although the anisotropy and at least
one interchain interaction ( JAF, cf. Table I) in the
bromine compound are substantially larger, Also the
experimental observation that —in contrast to
CHAC —the anisotropy-induced bump in the magnet-
ic specific heat of CHAB is resolved from the X ano-
maly associated with T, is consistent with these argu-
ments.

Finally, we like to note that the "complementary"
anisotropy of CHAC and CHAB makes it worthwhile
to synthesize mixed crystals of these two compounds,
since this might offer the intriguing possibility to
study the crossover from Heisenberg-LY to Heisenberg
Ising behavior in ferromagnetic quantum chains.
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